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Abstract 
Prime factors of numbers with missing digits are studied. It is shown that, under certain 
conditions, this set satisfies an Erd6s-Kac type theorem; it contains numbers with 'many' prime 
factors; it contains numbers whose greatest prime factor is 'large' (resp. 'small'). @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
. 
Throughout his paper we use the following notations: We write e (~)= e 2nic~. We 
denote by E, 77 and ~ the sets of  the real numbers, integers and positive integers. We 
write l l (N)= logN,  12(N)= log logN,  I3 (N)= log log log N. If F(N)=O(G(N) ) ,  
then we write F (N)<< G(N);  if  the implied constant depends on certain parame- 
ters 7,fl . . . .  (but on no other parameters), then we write F(N)=O~,~, . . . (G(N) )  and 
F(N) <<=,/~.... G(N) .  We denote by ~o(n) the number of  distinct prime factors of  n and 
by f2(n) the number of prime factors of  n counted with multiplicity. The greatest prime 
factor of  the integer n will be denoted by P(n)  and q~(n) is Euler's function. 
Let g E N be fixed with 
g~>2. (1.1) 
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If n E N, then representing n in the number system to base 9: 
n = Z aJ gj' 
j=o 
O<~ai <~g - 1, 
we write 
fl 
S(n) = Z aj. 
j=o 
ForNEN,  mEN,  rEZwewr i te  
ql(m,r)(N)={n: n<~N, S(n)=-r(modm)}. 
The arithmetic structure of the sets ~lm, r(N) has been studied by Gelfond [13]. His 
main result which extends an earlier result of Fine [10] is the following: 
RU 1. / f  m E N is f ixed with 
(m,g - 1)= 1, (1.2) 
then for all r E 7/ and all 'small' q E N, the set ~llt,,,r)(N) is well-distributed in the 
residue classes modulo q. 
We shall list the most important earlier results as (RU1),(RU2) . . . . .  (RV1) .... 
where, e.g., (RV 3) denotes the '~/~-analog' of the '°g-result' (RU 3) where the set ~/'P, 
characterized by other digit properties, will be defined later. Moreover, we will present 
these results here only in a sketchy form, the complete form of all these results is 
presented in [8,15, 16]. 
As an application of the result above, Gelfond estimated the number of 'z-free' 
elements of q/Im, r)(N): 
RU 2. I fgEN,  mEN,  zEN are f ixed with (1.1), (1.2) andz>l ,  andrEZ,  then 
for N ~ +oe Gelfond [13] gave asymptotics for the number of elements of ~ll(m,r)(N) 
which are not divisible by the zth power of  a prime. 
In [15] we studied further arithmetic properties of the elements of the sets ql(m.r)(N). 
First we proved that these sets have the following 'sum intersecting' property: 
RU 3. / fYEN,  mEN are f ixed with (1.1) and (1.2), rEY,  NEN,  and ~4, 
are 'dense' subsets of  {1,2 . . . . .  N} (their cardinal/ties are large in terms of N), then 
there are a E d ,  b E ~ with a + b E °ll(m,r)(2N). 
Next we showed that the sets dgl(m,r)(N ) satisfy an Erd6s-Kac-type theorem: 
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RU 4. I f  g, m, r are defined as above, then 
1 
I{n: n E °ll~m,r)(N), co(n) - Iz(N) ~x(12(N))I/'2}I I~#(.,,,.)(N)I 
x 
_ 2,  
_ (2rt)-U2/_oc e u '2du 
< cI3(N)(12(N))-1/2 
with some constant c ~- c(9,m), uniformly in all real x and N E ~, N>~16. 
Finally, we showed that defining g, m, r as above and writing 
(2(9, n) = Z ~' 
p~ll,, 
(p.~t)=l 
RU 5. For ~>0, N>No(e ,g ,m)  we have 
max co(n)> -e  loglogN" nCJIllm.,.)(N) 
RU 6. For N>No(g ,m)  we have 
max f2 (g ,n )>c logN 
nCJ]/tm.~ liN) 
with c=c(g ,m)>O.  
Fouvry and Mauduit [11,12] showed the existence of 'almost primes' in ~#(,,.,.)(N) 
using techniques coming both from sieve and quasi compact operators methods: 
RU 7. I f  9, m, r are defined as above then there are many P: 's  (i.e., integers with 
f2(n)~<2) in q/(m,r)(N). 
Several further eferences are given in [15]. 
As the results above show, the arithmetic structure of the sets °']/(m.,.)(N ) can be 
described quite well, and it turns out that these sets simulate the behaviour of the 
consecutive integers quite closely. This is not very surprising since these sets are 
of 'positive density'. One might like to study 'thinner' sets characterized by digit 
properties and to see whether still the same conclusion holds. Indeed, in [16] we 
introduced the sets ~(N)  defined in the folowing way: if g c ~, g>~2, N E %1, k E ~, 
O<~k <<.(g - 1) ( logN/ logg + 1), then let 
~/~. = ~/~(N) = {n: n <~N, S(n) = k} 
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(where again, S(n) denotes the sum of the digits in the number system to base 9)- We 
showed that for every k we have 
I~£(N)I <<~IN(logN) 1,.'2 
so that, in fact, the sets ~//~ are much thinner than the sets 0ff(m,r ). In [16] our goal 
was to study the ~Uk - -  or briefly ~ - -  analogs of the results (RU 1 )-(RU 6) above, 
i.e., to try to prove similar results with the sets ~/~ in place of the sets ~//~m,,'). First 
we proved the ~-analog of Gelfond's result (RU 1): 
RV 1. I f  gE~,  g>~2, kEN,  O<k <(g-1) ( logN/ logo+ l), 
min (k,(9 -1 )~ l°gN-  k)  --+ +~x~, 
m E ~ and m is 'small', then ~t~'k is well-distributed in the residue classes modulo m. 
As an application of this result, (RV 2) a U-analog of (RU 2) is given in [16]. 
Next we proved the ~-analog of (RU 4): 
RV 4. If I(o- 1)/2(logN/logo)- k I <<( logN)  I/2, then the set ~t/~k(N) satisfies an 
ErdSs-Kac-type theorem. 
We proved the ~/Z-analog of (RU 5) with a worse constant: 
RV 5. I fN>No,  
then 
9 - 1 log N k log N 
logo <Cl 1-~g 9 , 
log N 
max co(n) >c2- -  
nG Yi(X) log log N" 
On the other hand, we have not been able to prove the ~//~-analog f the results 
(RU 3) and (RU 6). We did not study the #-analog of (RU 7). 
. 
In this paper, we want to continue the study of thinner sets characterized by digit 
properties that we began in [8]. Indeed, while ]q/~m,r)(N)] >>N and 
max I~(N)[ >> N(logN) -b'2, 
k 
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here our goal is to study sets with cardinality <N 1-';. The most natural way to con- 
struct such a set via digit properties is to consider integers with missing digits. Let us 
recall the construction of set of integers with missing digits we gave in [8]: let 
gEN,  9>--3, tEN,  2<, t<~g-1 ,  (2.1) 
@C{O, 1 . . . . .  g - l} ,  OE_O, I -~l=t. (2.2) 
and let #;~(N) denote the set of the integers n such that 0 ~<n ~<N and representing n 
in the number system to base 9: 
n = a jg  j ,  
j-O 
where 
g" <~N <g ''+t '
and 
O~aj~g-  1, (2.3) 
aiEC~ for j = 0,1 .. . . .  v. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(d2 .. . . .  dt) =- 1, 
moreover, NE N, mE N, m~>2, ( (g -  1)g,m)= 1, 
m < exp(e l ( logN)  1/2) 
and h E 7/ then 
]{n: n E ~/U~(N), n -- h (mod m)} I - 1 ]~/@(N)I 
{ logg'  
< c21 ]W;-~(N)[m exp ~-c3 lo~-g-m ) "  
RW 1. I f  g and t satisfy (2.1), then there exist positive constants Cl =cl(g,t ) ,  
c2 = ez(g,t), c3 = e3(g, t) such that i f  also (2.2) holds, and writing ~ = {dl,d2 . . . . .  dr} 
where dl = O, we have 
(Note that the assumption 0 E ~ is not necessary, but it makes the discussion slightly 
simpler, besides the general case can be reduced to this one.) Sets of the type #;j(N) 
have been studied in [2-4, 8, 14]. Here our goal is to study the arithmetic properties 
of the sets W;~j(N). It will turn out that in spite of the much smaller cardinality, still 
we shall be able to prove the ~U-analog of some of the U- and V-results above, while 
in some other cases, although we shall not be able to prove the W'-analog, we shall 
prove non-trivial partial results. 
In [8] we proved the lCU-analog of the results (RU1), (RV1): 
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From the opposite direction, we showed that there exist relatively small moduli m 
(small in terms of [~¢/;j(N)[) such that ~//;j(N) does not meet every residue class 
modulo m. 
As an application of (RW 1) we proved the ~W-analog of (RU 2), (RV 2): 
RW 2. I f  g, t, ~ are defined as in Theorem 1, and z ¢ ~, 
log g 
z > log----~' (2.8) 
then there are effectively computable constants No, c4 (both depending on 9, t and z 
only) such that if N > No, then the number Tz(N) of those integers n with n E ~¢/;~(N) 
which are not divisible by the zth power of a prime p with ((9 - 1)9, P) = 1 is )-' 
~(N)=(~(z )  I-[ (1 -- p~,) , ~/;/(N) ]
\ pr(,q-1)~j 
×( l+O~' t ' (exp(  -c4( l°gN)' ' '2( l°gt\  log 9 ! ) ) ) )  . (2.9) 
From the opposite direction, we also showed in [8] that if t is close enough to g and 
z is small enough in terms of t and g then ~(N)  contains integers with zth power 
parts as large as N ~' (with c=c(9,t ,z)) .  
A simple counterexample shows that the "#/-analog of (RU 3) fails. Indeed, if g is 
odd, then let 
~=~= n: nEN,  n~N,n- -  (modg) . 
Then Id[ >>~ N, I~1 >>~, N and 
a+b=-g  - l (modg)  for a l laE~,bc~,  
so that if g - 1 ¢ 9,  then ~4 + ~ does not meet ~/ (N) .  
On the other hand, we will prove the ~¢r-analog of the results (RU 4) and (RV 4): 
Theorem 1. I f  g, t satisfy (2.1), and writ&9 9= {dl,d2 .... ,dr} where d l= 0, we 
have 
(d2 .. . . .  dt) = 1 (2.10) 
and also 
log t 1 
- -  ~ (2 .11)  
log g 2 
holds then there are effectively computable constants No =No(9, t), c6 = c6(g,t) with 
the following properties: 
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Let N E 3~, N >No, and let FN(Z) denote the frequency of those elements nE ~¢//;~t(N), 
amonyst all the elements of ~¢~(N), for which co(n)- log logN<<.z~N.  Then 
1 z 
f _~ e -u2/2 du <¢6 log__~ lo----~l°g logN FN(Z) 
uniformly in all real z. 
(Note that although ere condition (2.10) could be dropped, to simplify the discus- 
sion slightly we assume that it holds.) 
We know very little on the distribution of co(n) with n E ~e(N)  if (2.11) does not 
hold. In particular, we have not been able to settle the following question: 
Problem 1. ls it true that if gE ~, 9>--4, ~={0,1}  then the normal order of co(n) 
for n E ~(N)  is loglogn? 
Looking for the ~/U-analog of (RU 5), like in the case of the ~-analog we can 
prove it with a worse constant (assuming that (2.11) holds): 
Theorem 2. I f  9, t ,~ satisfy (2.1) and (2.2), and also (2.11) holds, then there are 
effectively computable constants No =No(9,t), c7 = c7(9, t) such that if N >No then 
we have 
log N 
max co(n) > c7 
nE ~¢~(N ) log log N 
This could be proved exactly the same way as (RV 5) thus we will not give the 
details here. 
Again, we do not know what happens if (2.11) is not assumed. Problems like the 
distribution for n E ~(N)  of the functions co(n) and f2(n) in residue classes seems 
quite difficult to solve: 
Problem 2. Is it true that co(n) (or I2(n)) assumes both odd and even values on 
~¢/;~j(N)? Is it true that for fixed k E ~, there are infinitely many n such that n E ~i/;~(N) 
for some N and co(n) is divisible by k? 
Problem 3. Is it true that for all p~<l~(N)[ ,  p has O(l~#/;s(N)l/p) multiples in 
~j(N)?  
Problem 4. Let  ~//;j(N)= {at,a2 . . . . .  at} (with al <a2 <. . .  <at). 
Is it true that ( a ) co(ak+l ) > co(ak) holds (½ + o(1 ) )t times? ( b ) Ico(ak+l - co( ak )l -- 
0(1 ) infinitely often? (c) q~(al,+l )/qg(ak ) = 1 + o(1 ) infinitely often? 
Let us consider also the following problem concerning the Euler function q~ and the 
sum of divisors function a: 
Problem 5. What about the distribution of q~(n)/n and ¢r(n)/n for n E ~(N)?  
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We have not been able to prove the ~¢/-analog of (RU 6) (and, indeed, it seems to 
be hopelessly difficult). 
The ~¢#-analog f (RU 7) seems to be very difficult as well. 
Problem 6. Are there many almost primes in #~(N)?  Or at least man3, integers n 
with O(n) -- o(log log n)? 
However, as a corollary of Theorem 2 in [8] one gets the following weaker result 
pointing to this direction: there is an n E '¢~?s(N) with 
P(n) > N (l°g t)/(2k log 9) 
where 
k= r2 l°gg] + 1. 
/ logt j  
Here the exponent can be improved: 
Theorem 3. I f  9, t satisfy (2.1) then there are effectively computable positive con- 
stants No=No(9,t), c8=c8 (9,t) such that if  ~c{0,1  . . . . .  9-  1}, I~l=t, N>N0, 
then there is an integer n with n E ~t/;~(N) and 
P(n) > c8 N (l°g t)/(2 log y) 
By Theorem 3, there are integers in ~¢/;.e(N) whose greatest prime factor is large. 
One might like show the opposite of this, i.e., that there are integers in ~ j (N)  whose 
greatest prime factor is small. If 0 E @ then this is trivial since if, say, a E ~, a ~ 0 then 
aykE ~tCr~:(N) for all k and N large enough, and P(agk)<<,9. If 0~ ~, then still there 
are integers n in ~/¢r~(N) whose greatest prime factor is small since for all a E { 1,2 . . . . .  
9 -- 1 }, there are infinitely many integers n such that the only digit of n in the number 
system to base 9 is a, and P(n) is small: 
Theorem 4. For all 9 E ~, 9 >>- 2 and a E { 1,2 . . . . .  9 - 1 }, there are infinitely many 
integers n such that a is the only digit of  n in the number system to base 9, i.e., n 
is of  the form 
9 k -  1 
n=a- -  (2.12) 
9 - -1 '  
and 
f log n ) 
P(n) < exp {kc9 log log log n 
/ 
where c9 = e9(9) depends only on 9. 
(2.13) 
This last theorem about the case ~ = {a} lead us to the following question (see 
also [7]): 
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Problem 7. What about the distribution of the number of prime factors of the number 
a(9 k - 1)/(9-  1)? Consider 9 p - 1 for all p with gP - 1 <~N; is it true that the normal 
order of o9(9P- 1) is loglogN? 
Let us remark that the majority of the problems that we mention in this introduction 
could also be studied with ~/r(N) or ~(N)  in place of ~//;I(N) as well. 
. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We will apply the general Kubilius model described in Elliott's 
book [5, Ch. 3, pp. 129-132]. Let G(z) be the frequency corresponding toFx(z) when 
co(n) is replaced by col(n), the function which counts the number of distinct prime 
divisors p of n with (l l(N))d<p<~ exp(ll(N)/13(N)), where d will be fixed later 
independently of N. The role of the aj in that model is here played by the elements of 
~#/;j(N). We set r = exp(ll(N)/13(N)), X = ]~(N) I ,  ~/(v) = v -1 . Then the function S 
appearing there will be 
log p 
Z p -1  
(lt(N))a < p<~r 
which is ~< log r + O(1). If now ~p ((/l(N))a < p <~r), are independent random vari- 
ables, distributed according to 
1 with probability ~'l 
CP= 0 with probability 1 p, 
then 
( log_   log (log hh 12 ~-~'4"(m'lR(m) 
~<10exp -81ogr  \ logS J .}  + I~(N)----~ m~<w~ 
=El +E2, 
where ' indicates that m is square-free and composed of primes 
](/l(N)) d,r]. The remaineder R(m) is given by 
R(m) = I{n: n E ~(N) ,  n --= 0 (modm)} I - 1 ]~//;~(N) I 
m 
and the estimate (3.1) is valid for all q>~2, 8max(logr, S)~< logw. 
If we set w =N (l/20)(1-1°gt/l°go), the first error term El in (3.1) is clearly 
El = O~,t((Iz(N)) - j )  
(3.1) 
m the interval 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
for each fixed j > 0. 
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The estimate of the second error term E2 in (3.1) will be based on the analytic form 
of the large sieve inequality [17]: 
Lemma 1. I f  U E I_, V E N,au+l,au+2 ..... au+v are complex numbers, X is a set of 
real numbers for which II x -x' l l  >/6 >0 whenever x and x' are distinct members of 
X, and we write 
F(x) = 
then 
U+V 
E a.e(nx), 
n=U+l  
U + V 
EIF(x)[Z ~<(6-' + V) E la"12" 
xGX n=U+l  
Observe that by (4.3) of [8] we have 
'R (m) l~ l~ G( J )  , 
where G is the generating function defined by 
G(c0= E e(n°O' 
nE #,~(N) 
so that the sum in E2 is 
4°~'m)~ G( j )  
. (3 .4 )  
m ~< w 4 m ~< w 4 j=  1 
Here the fractions j/m, 1 ~<j ~< m - 1, may be collected according to the value m/6 of 
(j,m). For a fixed divisor 6 of m, the reduced fractions t/5, 1 ~t<<.5- 1, (t,5) = 1 
wi l l  occur just once. Thus we have 
Et4~o(m)~ G( j )  
m 
m ~ w 4 /=  1 
Here the innermost sum is 
~ H (1+4)  ( ( ( logr ,4 ( ( ( l l (g ) )  4 
p<~r 
4,~(6) 4,o(h) 
(3.,> 
l <~i<~'n '4 1 <~t<~6--1 h~w4/6 
0,6)=1 
so that, by (3.4) and (3.5), 
4,,~(6) 
E '4~(m)lR(m)l<<(l'(x))4 E 
m~w 4 l <fi~<w 4 l <~t<~6--1 
(t ,6)=l 
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Write N in the form N = V's b .,~vj, . 1} for z_~;=l j~ v l>v2> . - .  >v , ,  b je  {1,2 . . . .  9 - J=  
1,2 . . . . .  s. In view of (4.5)-(4.7),  and (4.10) of [8], and since 
{~(N) I  ~< tv, +l <<y t(log N)/'(log ) = N(IOg t)/(log ), 
thus we have 
IG(=)I < ~ IG(~)I 4- 2g2 l~(N) l  1/2 
1 /:vl> ~ log N/log,q, 
j--I 
<<q ~ HlU(gV00l  4- U (l°gO/(21°g~,) 
(log N log g) <j ~< log N/log # V=0 
(3.7) 
for all c~ E R. 
By 
~(n) = o(log n) (3.8) 
and the definition of w, it follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that 
/ 
Z '4''(m)lR(m)lCg(ll(N))4 [ Z Z' 4"~(6) 
m<~ w4 \ l (IogN/ logg)<j <~ logN/ logg t <3~<w 4 
j -  1 ~ '  4~o(6)N(lOg t)/(2 log g))  
1 <6~<w 4 J 
+ N 1/2, 
l(log N/log g) <j ~< log IV/log g 
I~<t~<3--1 v=0 
(t,6)=l 
<<~,,t (I I(N)) 4 Z (3.9) 
where 
4,~(6) j - -  1 
l<6<~w 4 1 ~<t~<3--1 t~=O 
{t, 6)=l 
Define kl and k2 by 
2 k' ~<(ll(N)) d<2 k'+l, resp. 2 k2 ~W 4 <2 k2+1. (3.10) 
The restriction' in the sum above implies 3>(l l (N))  d and thus, writing 
j -1 
4"~('~) u 
x <6<~2x l <~t<~6--1 v=O 
(t,6):l 
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we have 
k_~ 
~. ~< Z~.(2 k). (3.11 ) 
k-kl 
Thus it remains to estimate sj for 
(ll (N)) a << x << w 4. (3.12) 
Write 7= logt/log9- ½ so that 7>0 by (2.11). Then by (3.8), for all 6 with 
x<6<~2x (where x satisfies (3.12)) we have 
4,0(6) < ~v. 
Now define the integer z =z(x)  by 
~f <x2 <~f +l , 
and write 
and 
z--I 2z--I 
H,(a)---- Hu(yra), H2(cz)= H u(gV~)----H'(gza) 
u~O U=Z 
j--I 
H3(~) = I-[ u(g'%). 
c 2z 
Then by using the large sieve (Lemma 1), we obtain for all x satisfying (3.12) 
x <~;~<2x 1 ~<t~<ct--1 
(t,6)=l 
(t,3):l 
(t./))--I 
" , -1  
~-  X' Z tJ-2z E 2 Hi (~) 2 
x<6<~2x l~<t~<~--I 
(t,3):l 
(t,6)=l 
<< XT-1 tJt-Zz(x2 4_ X 2 )HI (0 )  
<< £+1 [~(N)lt-Z:t~ : X ' /+I  [~#~(N)lt-: 
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~ XT+ 1X--2(log t)/(log u)I~(N)I 
= x-Z'l~(N)l.  (3.13) 
It follows from (2.11), (3.9)-(3.11), and (3.13) that 
E2 << I~(N) [  -1  ~-'~'4'"(m)lR(m)l 
nl ~ W 4 
<<,,,, ~(N)I- '  (I,(N)) 4 Z Z sj(2k) + N'/' 
1 , . k=k (log N/log g) <j  ~< log N, log ~! 
k2 
<< (/I(N)14 Z Z 2-~'k +N(I/2)-0°gO:(l°g°) 
1 ~ . k=kl (log N,, log ,q) < j  ~< log N,' log g 
<<~j,t (ll(N)) 52-7~' + N(l/Z)-(l°gt)/(l°g~'D 
<<~j,t (ll (N)) 5-''a. 
If now d is large enough in terms of 7 then we obtain that 
E2 <<~/,, (ll(N)) -I" (3.14) 
It follows from (3.1), (3.3), and (3.14) that 
G(z)-P((ll(N)) dZ< P <~r P<~Z~+12(N))  <<°'t(12(N))-j 
for each fixed j>0 (and large enough d). 
The rest of the proof is the same as in [16]. Indeed, first one compares P(~-~p~p <~
z ~  + 12(N)) with ~k(z), the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. By 
using the Berry-Esseen i equality [9], in the same way as in [6,16] we obtain 
IG(z) - q/(z)[ <<0,t 13(N)(12(N)) -V2. 
It remains to show that 
IFN(z ) -- G(z)l <<~,j,t 13( N )(12( N ) ) -I/2, 
i.e., the restrictions (ll(N))d<p, p<~r in the definition of 6o1(n) can be removed at 
the expense of an error Oy, t(13(N)(12(N))-1/2). The restriction p<~r can be removed 
trivially in the same way, as in [6,16]. Finally, the restriction (ll(N))d<p can be 
eliminated by the same argument as in [16], exept hat one has to use Theorem 1 from 
[8] in place of Theorem 2 there, and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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4. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The theorem follows easily from the following result of Ruzsa 
[18] (which improves on earlier results of Balog and Sgtrk6zy [1] and Stewart and 
S~irk6zy [19]): 
Lemma 2 (Ruzsa [18]). There is an absolute constant cl2 with the followin9 proper- 
ties: Let d ,  MCZ,  I d l= l~ I=k ,  M= max{la+bl:  aEd,  bEM}. Write 
S= I I  (a+b) ,  
aE,~J, bE.3~ 
and assume that S # O. Then 
_ _. k log k log____M_M (4.1) 
P(S)>/c l71~g m log logk " 
To 
write 
form 
(and 
derive the theorem from this result, define the integer v by 
gr_  1 ~<N<g,,+l _ 1, 
= [v/2], let ~'  = ~¢#~(g~ - 1), and let M denote the set of the integers of the 
g~'n with n E ~(9  ~' - 1). Then clearly, 
d + M C ~(N) ,  
I d l  = I~1 = [~(g  ~ - 1)1 =tu = t["/2] >>g,t N(l°gt)''(21°g'), 
max{la + bl: aC~4,bEN}<<N (4.2) 
S¢0) .  Thus by (4.1) in Lemma 2 there is an integer n such that 
nEd+9~ (4.3) 
and 
P(n) >>y,t N (l°g/)/(2 log ,q) 
By (4.2) and (4.3), this n satisfies n c~(N)  and this completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
~° 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let k be an integer with 
k 
~o(k) < cl8 log log k (5.1) 
(e.g., the integers 
cyclotomic polynomial of order d: 
Qa(x) = 
Then we have 
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k of the form k= [-[p<~rP satisfy (5.1)). Let Qd(x) denote the 
0~<jII<d (x- e (d))  " 
(.j,d)=l 
x k - 1 = HQd(x) 
dlk 
whence 
gk _ 1= H Qd(g). (5.2) 
dlk 
Here each of the factors Qd(g) is an integer (since the coefficients of the cyclotomic 
polynomials are integers), and we have 
]Qd(g)l= H g -e (d  ) 
O<~j<d 
(j,d)=l 
<~ H (g+ l)=(g+ l)~(a)" (5.3) 
O<~j<d 
(j,d)=l 
If d lk then q~(d) [q~(k) whence ¢p(d)<~o(k). Thus it follows from (2.12), (5.1)-(5.3) 
that 
(ag~-  1~ 
P(n) = P k .~-1 /  <~ max(P(a)'P(gk - 1)) 
<~max(a,m~xP(Qd(g)))<~max(g, dlk 
<~max(g,m~x(g+l)~(d))=(g+l)~(k) 
< (g + 1) ~''~ k/(l°gl°gk). (5.4) 
By (2.12) we have 
k<<~ logn. (5.5) 
(2.13) follows from (5.4) and (5.5) and this completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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